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Mahale at Crime Branch office on Thursday. He was
awarded President’s Medal for his brilliant detective work
during his career that spanned 3 decades
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Senior Crime Branch Inspector Ramesh Mahale,

53, who served his last day in the force on

Thursday, was the investigating officer of 26/11

and handled many other high-profile cases.

One of the Mumbai police's top investigators,

Crime Branch senior inspector Ramesh Mahale,

quit the force on Thursday after three decades of

detective work that helped unravel high-profile

cases such as the 26/11 terror attacks and J Dey

murder.

Mahale, 53, who joined the police force in 1983

and headed the Crime Branch's Unit I, had sought

voluntary retirement in February this year after

reportedly falling out with a superior in a murder

case.

Mahale, a president's medal winner, was the lead investigator in the fatal

shooting of Navi Mumbai builder Sunil Loharia on February 16. A senior

Crime Branch officer reportedly asked him to pursue a particular line of

inquiry, but he refused, and, when pressured, offered to quit the probe.

The row is believed to have ultimately prompted Mahale, known for his

independent style of functioning, to seek retirement.

When Mirror met him at the Crime Branch's Fort office on Thursday

afternoon, he refused to divulge the reason, merely saying that it was time

to go. Sticking to his reputation of being an upright cop, he didn't occupy

his official chair in his cabin and sat on a visitor's seat as he bid colleagues goodbye.

Cop with a lawyer's mind

The senior inspector's departure is seen as a major blow for the Mumbai police as he was not only a

clever investigator, but also deft at presenting a watertight case in the court.

From including minutest piece of evidence, getting credible witnesses to filing paperwork, Mahale took

every measure to ensure that a police case didn't fall apart in courts. The rigour stemmed partly from

his training as a lawyer.

Born and brought up in Mumbai, Mahale graduated from Matunga's New Law College in the 1980s.

The son of an hotelier, he could have opted for a cushy job and life, but decided to become a cop. He

cleared the Maharashtra Public Service Commission exam and joined the police force in 1983.

"All my family members were in the hotel business, but I wanted to do something different. After

studying law, I got selected in the police department," Mahale said. He was posted in the Crime Branch

in August 2004, and the number of high-profile cases he has handled since then is astonishing: the

2008 murder of matka king Suresh Bhagat; the 26/11 terror attacks; the 2010 killing of lawyer Shahid

Azmi; the 2011 J Dey murder and last year's Azad Maidan riots. The Sunil Loharia shooting was the

last headline case he took up.

On his paperwork skills, he said: "If you have more knowledge (about legal complexities), it helps you

in prosecution," he said.

'J Dey murder my toughest case'

The senior inspector said the 2008 terror attacks was a complex case and described the murder of

senior journalist J Dey as his toughest probe. He was the investigating officer in the terror case and
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interrogated Pakistani terrorist Ajmal Qasab, whom he described as a shrewd operator.

"A terror case is completely different from a regular crime investigation. Qasab was not like any

criminal — he was very sharp and would keep dodging questions, make up stories and give false

statements," Mahale said.

'To Make qasab confess, we let him lie'

Qasab, Mahale said, lied that he gone to Juhu Chowpatty to watch a movie when officers from the

Intelligence Bureau caught him and handed him over to the Crime Branch.

"After we realised that he would not crack easily, he tried a different tack: we allowed him to speak for

hours before lying wore him down and he revealed the truth," Mahale said, adding that interrogation

would go on for 15 to 16 hours at a stretch.

"We were a team of 99 officers headed by the joint commssioner and none of us took a sick leave or

paid attention to family commitments for 90 days. We were completely focused on the case and

relaxed only after we had prepared a watertight case against the accused and their handlers."

Mahale said that not everything worked as per plan for the 10 Pakistani terrorists. They had planned to

sink the fishing trawler Kuber, which they used to enter the Indian waters, but failed to do so. "They

also failed to destroy their satellite phone, leaving a phone trail to Pakistan," he said.

The J Dey murder was also tough to crack as there were many conspiracy theories, but no clear motive.

"A senior journalist was shot dead and the media ran too many theories on the possible motive. There

were hardly immediate clues so identifying the killers and gathering evidence was a big challenge,"

Mahale said. "After days of hard work, things finally fell in place and we had a strong case against the

accused."

He cited the 2008 murder of matka king Suresh Bhagat as an important moment in his career. "There

were a few witnesses who we suspected would turn hostile. We had kept additional evidence ready so

the case would not fall apart," he said.

On his retirement plans, the former cop said that he planned to go on a vacation and visit some

spiritual places. He turned down speculation that he would join a private firm.
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